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ENGLISH MIDCENTURY GAME TABLE WITH LEATHER TOP AND ABUNDANT
CARVED DÉCOR

$5,995
An English Midcentury game table with leather unfolding top and abundantly carved décor. This English Midcentury game table

is a true masterpiece of both form and function. Crafted with exquisite attention to detail, it seamlessly blends timeless design
with practicality. The table boasts an unfolding top that gracefully reveals a rich, light brown leather surface. This leather not

only adds a touch of elegance but also provides a smooth and comfortable playing surface for games or a luxurious workspace.
The top's clever design allows it to come forward and unfold. The wooden structure is a canvas for intricate carving, showcasing

delicate and abundant decorative motifs. This carving is a testament to the artistry of the Midcentury period, where aesthetics
met craftsmanship in perfect harmony. Every inch of this table exudes charm, making it a standout piece in any room. This table

offers two drawers on the apron, providing storage space for game pieces, cards, or any other items you'd like to keep close at
hand. Whether you use it for card games, chess, or as a stylish desk, this table's versatility knows no bounds. Its timeless design
makes it a valuable addition to various interior styles, from classic to eclectic. Placed in a living room, it serves as a focal point

for entertaining guests or as an elegant coffee table. In a study or home office, it becomes a sophisticated workspace that
inspires productivity. This English Midcentury game table is more than just a piece of furniture; it's a work of art that combines
beauty and practicality. Its distinctive design and versatile nature make it a perfect addition to your home, whether you're an

avid gamer or simply appreciate the beauty of finely crafted furniture.

Height: 29 in (73.66 cm)

Width: 36.5 in (92.71 cm)

Depth: 19 in (48.26 cm)

SKU: A 4762
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